Club Tartu Marathon Facebook app

The app should show which users friends (user included) will take or have taken part in a particular Club Tartu Marathon sports event. Future events will show who will be taking part, past events will show results.

If possible the app should have minimum amount of text and rather use symbols. So that it would be internationally usable.

6 events + The Cube

Club Tartu Marathon organizes six events throughout the year. The six events are:

- Tartu Maraton (cross country skiing) – middle of February
- Tartu Jooksumaraton (cross country/trail running) – beginning of May
- Tartu Rattaralli (road cycling) – end of May/beginning of June
- Tartu Rulluisumaraton (inline skating) – end of August
- Tartu Rattamaraton (mountain bike) – end of September
- Tartu Linnamaraton (city running) – beginning of October

The whole year is combined into one series – Tartu Marathon Cube. Every event gives certain amount of points according to the place that you finish on. All the points of one season are combined into one result - Tartu Marathon Cube points.

Total of 7 different main subjects should be available in the app – all of the six events and one Cube summary.

Structure of an event

An event has a total of 2-3 distances (depending on an event). Which means that in the FB app we should have 2-3 different result tables – one table page/sheet for one distance.

If the event has already occured in the past

In the particular distance table we should have two different ways of showing the results:

1) Full table with 5 columns (similar to this: https://tartumaraton.ee/en/events/rulluisumaraton/9/marathon/results/)

- Place
- full name
- from (country/county)
- time
- year of birth

2) vertical time line with only users’ friends filtered out. Fastest friends at the top and slowest at the bottom (user included). Every friend/user is presented in the time line as an info box which contains:
• picture of the FB user
• full name
• year of birth
• time
• place

**If the event will take place in future**

Again – two different ways of showing the table

1) Full table of people registered to the event with 5 columns (similar to this [https://tartumaraton.ee/en/events/rulluisumaraton/9/marathon/participants/](https://tartumaraton.ee/en/events/rulluisumaraton/9/marathon/participants/))
   - bib nr (will be available about 1-2 weeks before the start of the event)
   - full name
   - year of birth
   - from (country/county)

2) Vertical time line with only registered friends filtered out. Friends (user included) with lower start bib numbers at the top and higher start bib numbers at the bottom. Every friend/user is presented in the time line as an info box which contains:
   - picture of the FB user
   - full name
   - year of birth
   - bib nr

**Structure of the Cube**

Seventh table should be the Tartu Marathon Cube table which sums up all of the points from seasons’ events. This should also be presented in two different ways.

1) Full table with 11 columns (similar to this [https://tartumaraton.ee/en/events/complexevent/Results/](https://tartumaraton.ee/en/events/complexevent/Results/))
   - Place
   - Name
   - year of birth
   - country
   - TM points
   - JM points
   - RR points
   - RUM points
   - RM points
   - LM points
   - Total (best 4 out of 6 are summarized)
2) vertical time line with only friends filtered out. Person with the highest score at the top and with the lowest at the bottom (user included). Person is presented as an info box which contains:

- FB profile picture
- Full name
- Year of birth
- Total points

**Data**

Results and registration info from our database can be obtained from two possible ways:

1) **Directly from our homepage.** We have all of the tables available on our webpage under particular events. For example, results
(https://tartumaraton.ee/en/events/rullisumaraton/9/marathon/results/), registrations
(https://tartumaraton.ee/en/events/rattamaraton/18/marathon/participants/), Cube
(https://tartumaraton.ee/en/events/complexevent/Results/)

If you can work out how to obtain data directly from our website than this would be most convenient and automated way of obtaining the results. We will update our results pages as soon as the results become available and we wouldn’t have to send you the results separately.

2) **We will send results and registration info.** We can send the info in excel table or in any other preferred format. Examples of our excel results can be seen here:

Second option would require more work from our part as we would have to give you or upload ourselves the correct data from time to time.

**Share function**

Every event page in the app should also have a share button which will share the particular page/sheet of the app in Facebook. Share function should be according to the page –

1) If it’s a results page it should give the result of the user in this particular event and a notion that also xx number of users friends also took part in that event.

2) If it’s a registrations page it should give that the user and his xx number of friends are taking part in a particular event.

Cube share button should show that the user has xx number of points and is at xx place and that his/her xx number of friends are also represented in the Cube season points table.